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There’s no doubt that the introduction of quick answers (i.e., “featured snippets”) into the 
search engine results page (SERP) has forever changed the organic search landscape. In 
a channel that has been squeezed from the top by the introduction of additional ads and 
longer ad formats, and squeezed from the bottom by shrinking screen sizes, ranking at the 
top of the organic search results is more important – and more challenging – than ever.

How Have New SERP Features Changed Organic Search?
The SERP has undergone a number of changes to the listings contained in it. One of the 
most notable changes is the introduction of new formats for search result listings, which have 

BY MELODY PETULLA
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drastically increased over the past four years. New features like Knowledge Graph cards, 
“People also ask” boxes, local 3-packs, and featured snippets are just a few of the new 
formats that now dominate the top of page 1.

Impact of SERP Changes on CTR
The most notable consequence from the introduction of new organic formats is the change 
to the standard “click curve.” As recently as five years ago, it was relatively easy to estimate 
the click-through rate of each position in the SERP, because the only significant difference 
between organic listings was their ranking position. New SERP features attract varying click 
shares, influenced by factors like query intent, visual design, and even industry. Though 
it has become nearly impossible to predict click-through rate (CTR) based on a standard 
click curve, one thing is certain – these new SERP features attract a significant 
click share, which inevitably results in CTR declines for standard blue links. To 
remain competitive, brands must proactively seek out optimizations 
for new SERP features or surrender to declining CTRs.

Using Quick Answers to Offset CTR Declines
Not all new SERP features are available to all brands; for example, an 
online-only business is ineligible for local map pack listings. For that reason, 
webmasters are forced to focus on the SERP features they can influence. 
Quick answers offer a prime opportunity to recapture the top of the SERP. 

KNOWLEDGE GRAPH

RELATED QUESTIONS
(PEOPLE ALSO ASK)

FEATURED SNIPPETS
(QUICK ANSWER)

LOCAL 3-PACK

TOP STORIES

TWEETS

66%

31%

29%

13%

10%

7%

SERP FEATURES: %QUERY EMPLOYMENT

Source: http://moz.com/mozcast/features
Google SERP Feature Graph, March 18, 2018

http://moz.com/mozcast/features
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Merkle’s research shows that CTRs for quick answers – particularly on mobile – are often 
stronger than CTRs for the top-ranking blue links. 

Additionally, sites can capture quick answers without ranking in the top “classic” blue link 
position for a query. This option often provides an easier avenue to capturing the number-
one spot than battling through the top competitors for the top classic ranking spot. Indeed, 
the strategies to capture quick answers can be quite different from the tactics used to achieve 
the top traditional link.

How to Optimize for Quick Answers
The process for optimizing content to capture quick answers is SEO in its purest form. It 
really comes down to selecting the right opportunities, providing strong, relevant answers 
in a format that suits a quick answer, and ensuring it’s formatted in a way that search engine 
bots can easily digest. Included below are details on each factor.

Select the Right Opportunities

Unlike some SEO projects, quick answer optimizations are not quick changes that can be 
made at scale. The most effective strategies target specific keywords that have known quick 

Featured Snippets 
allow sites to 
capture the quick 
answer without 
ranking in the top 
“classic” positions.

TechnicalSEO.com 
appears in the 
Featured Snippet 
area of the SERP, 
and organic listings 
for Unamo.com, 
Moz.com, and 
QuickSprout.com 
fall beneath the 
Quick Answers 
area.
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answer results and are realistic to capture. 
Here are a few tips for prioritizing the right 
opportunities:

1. Target keywords that have known quick 
answers: Tools like BrightEdge can be used to 
identify keywords that render quick answers. 
Quick answers can enter and leave the SERP 
from time to time, so keep the data up to date.

2. Prioritize high-ranking keywords: Though 
a site does not have to rank in the top classic 
position to take a quick answer, ranking at 
or near the top of the SERP does provide an 
advantage. Focus on low hanging fruit first by 
prioritizing optimizations for keywords where 
the site already ranks roughly in the top half 
of page 1.

Write Competitive Content Appropriate for the Target Quick Answer

It is important to keep in mind that the intention of quick answer optimization is to steal 
a featured snippet from a competitor. To do that, the content must be well optimized for 
relevant keywords and appropriately answer the question. Below are tips for doing so:

1. Optimize the content for relevant keywords: This might be obvious, but if you expect 
to rank in the quick answer, it is important for the content to have a strong density of target 
keywords. Otherwise, it’s unlikely to be seen as more relevant than the currently ranking 
snippet. Keep in mind that keyword variations or related keywords can contribute to the 
keyword density, too.

2. Write content that answers the question well: CTR is rumored to be a ranking factor for 
quick answers. If users are not inclined to click on the quick answer result, chances are, it will 
be replaced with another snippet. It is okay if the quick answer does not answer the question 
in its entirety, as long as the content displayed in the snippet indicates that the page will fully 
answer the question, encouraging the reader to click through.

Pay Attention to Format

One thing is clear, format matters for quick answers. Google prefers content that is well 
structured, making it easier for bots to understand. Here are some tips for structuring content 
properly:

1. Use some form of structured tagging: Bots can more easily understand the content if 
it uses tags to clearly outline the hierarchy of the content. Adding header tags, ordered 

Merkle’s research 
shows that CTRs 
for quick answers 
– particularly on 
mobile – are often 
stronger than CTRs 
for the top-ranking 
blue links. 
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list <ol> tags, and unordered list <ul> tags 
is an easy way to improve the eligibility of 
content for the quick answer.

2. Match the structure of the current quick 
answer: Quick answers usually appear in 
either a paragraph format or a list format. 
It may be easier to steal the quick answer 
with content that uses the same format as 
the existing snippet, rather than trying to 
change the snippet format.

3. Analyze the length requirements: 
Quick answer snippets will only be so long. 
Take a look at the length of the current 
featured snippet to better understand how 
much room is available. Tweak the target 
content to ensure it fits within the length 
parameters. This is more important for 
quick answers using the paragraph format 
than for lists.

Emerging Trends Point to Further 
Growth of Quick Answer Traffic
The age of featured snippets is just beginning. 
Search engines have put significant effort 
into new attributes revolving around featured 
snippets, and we can expect to see more 
changes rolling out soon. Included below 
are just a few of the known new trends and 
their impacts to SEO.

Featured Snippets Used by Google 
Home for Voice Search

The industry has known for a while that 
Google was using featured snippets 
in some capacity to answer questions 
users asked to their Google Homes. But 
how prevalent is quick answer content? 
A recent study by ROAST indicates that 
upwards of 80% of Google Home voice 

IS QUICK ANSWER 
OPTIMIZATION WORTH IT?
The short answer – 100% yes! We at Merkle have 
had the opportunity to test a number of quick 
answer optimization tactics to evaluate impact. 
Many e-commerce brands thrive on the holiday 
season, vying for dominance in some of the 
most competitive keyword spaces in the industry. 
Specialized keyword research and a test-and-learn 
approach help marketers to effectively identify, 
optimize, and iterate quick answer strategies.

Merkle’s retail clients that pursued quick answer 
optimizations saw the following results during 
peak holiday months.

NON-BRAND QUICK ANSWERS CAPTURED
CLIENT   1 CLIENT 2 CLIENT 3

+274%

Source:
BrightEdge Data Cube

TOP QUICK ANSWER SEARCHES CAPTURED

CLIENT 1

90,500
average monthly searches in 
peak month

CLIENT 2

368,000
average monthly searches in 
peak month

CLIENT 3

14,800
average monthly searches in 
peak month

During their peak holiday seasons, Merkle clients 
prioritizing quick answer optimizations saw 274% 
Y/Y growth in non-brand quick answers captured 
on aggregate.

https://searchengineland.com/study-80-google-home-results-come-snippets-289992
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answers are pulled directly from featured snippets. 

Takeaway: For webmasters, this means that quick answer optimization and voice search 
optimization go hand in hand. Featured snippet optimization is now a critical piece to 
remaining competitive in voice search.

“People Also Ask” Powered by Featured Snippets

“People also ask” boxes are becoming increasingly prevalent in the SERPs. When clicked, 
these boxes expand to reveal answers to questions in a quick answer format. Usually these 
boxes feature questions with significantly lower (or no) search volume.

Takeaway: “People also ask” snippets make it easier for users to get information directly 
from the SERP, which could hurt CTR for blue links. Additionally, brands will need to begin 
institutionalizing the development of content in quick answer-friendly formats to be competitive 
in “People also ask” boxes.

Google to Show More Quick Answers – Multiple Answers & Multi-Perspective Answers

Google recently announced it is considering adding 
more featured snippets to the SERPs to enable 
multiple related answers to service multiple intents, 
as well as answers from different perspectives, similar 
to Bing’s multi-perspective Instant Answers. Google 
recently started testing its related questions (also 
referenced as “multi-faceted featured snippets”).

Takeaway: As featured snippets become more 
sophisticated and widespread, their click share will 
continue to grow. Brands that do not prioritize quick 
answer optimizations are likely to continue to see 
declining CTRs.

In Conclusion
Though the search landscape continues to change, 
one thing is certain – quick answers are here to 
stay and will only grow in importance. Today’s SERP 
is more competitive than ever, and brands can only 
hope to keep up by adjusting to the new landscape. As the way 
users consume information continues to change with new SERP 
features, the rise of voice search, and easier access to information 
than ever before, taking proactive steps to prioritize quick answer 
optimizations may just make all the difference in 2018.

https://blog.google/products/search/reintroduction-googles-featured-snippets/
https://blogs.bing.com/search-quality-insights/february-2018/Toward-a-More-Intelligent-Search-Bing-Multi-Perspective-Answers
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Loyalty programs and customer relationship marketing systems are just that – tools. Loyalty 
is not instantly created with the launch of a rewards program, nor are sustainable customer 
relationships born when CRM software is installed. Genuine customer loyalty and truly 
beneficial brand-customer relationships can only be developed through an organization-wide 
commitment to understanding customers and meeting their expectations, executing people-
first marketing strategies, and delivering personalized experiences on an ongoing basis.

CRMVERSUSLOYALTY
THIS TIME, IT’S PERSONAL

How Loyalty Programs and Customer Relationship Marketing Can Work 
Together to Create Personalized Experiences That Deliver Results

BY SARA HOGAN

Loyalty and CRM. CRM and loyalty. For many brands and retailers, 
these two concepts are usually mentioned in the same breath. 
Both represent complementary aspects of the brand-customer 
relationship, and both are dependent upon the marketer’s 
ability to glean knowledge and data from customer interactions. 
Both, when performing at their best, grant brands insights into 
the behaviors and motivations of their customers, and both are 
tools that enable personalized engagement.
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At its core, customer loyalty is the result of consistently positive emotional experiences, high 
perceived value, and satisfaction with brand interactions. To attain this, brands and retailers 
must deploy strategies centered on creating personalized encounters that resonate with 
customers, both at the time of purchase and throughout the entire customer life cycle.

As with so many aspects of loyalty and marketing, these strategies depend on the effective 
use of customer data. Loyalty and CRM can be invaluable to achieving the twin goals of 
lasting loyalty and mutually beneficial brand-customer relationships, but only if they work 
in concert with each other to deliver the data necessary to power people-first approaches.

So, What’s the Difference?
In order to understand how loyalty and CRM can work together to generate results, it’s 
important to define and differentiate these related but distinct undertakings.

Customer relationship marketing is concerned with managing all touchpoints between a 
brand or retailer and its customers, with the goal of strengthening relationships, increasing 
customer loyalty and extending customer lifetime value (CLV). It gathers data from every point 
in the customer life cycle, including point of sale and customer service, and informs retention 
and attrition programs and database marketing. CRM is not a singular, formal program that 
requires explicit opt-in from the customer to accepting marketing communication. It only 
requires a single customer identifier, such as an email address.

Loyalty programs, on the other hand, are far more structured, while still dedicated to achieving 
similar goals. Customers must opt into a loyalty program, and in doing so, they implicitly 
acknowledge that they have some existing level of affinity for the brand or retailer. They 
are willing to provide more extensive personal information, and in return, they expect more 
personal, rewarding, and exclusive interactions. Customer touchpoints in loyalty programs 

Omnivorous
captures data from every consumer 

touchpoint

Minimal opt-in required by 
customer

Not reliant on formal framework

Encompasses wide range of 
customer behavior

CRM

Circumscribed
captures data only from loyalty 

program interactions

Formal opt-in required by 
customer

Relatively structured framework

Based on rewards and
redemptions

LOYALTY
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include registering to join the program, receiving a welcome communication, obtaining offers 
for the current or next visit, receiving communications about seasonal events or personalized 
content, and obtaining and redeeming rewards or benefits.

A good way of thinking about the relationship of loyalty programs to CRM is that CRM represents 
any interactions between the brand and any customer, while loyalty programs deal with all 
interactions between the brand and customers who have opted into a loyalty program. While 
that may seem slightly reductive and tautological, it is nonetheless true, and illustrative of the 
key differences in structure. This definition also highlights a perspective of loyalty programs 
that often goes under-acknowledged: they include every communication (or interaction) with 
a customer that has opted into a loyalty program. By its nature, CRM is all-encompassing, but 
loyalty programs are often considered in a more circumscribed way, limited to rewards or earn-
and-spend or accrual levels … which is a mistake. Loyalty, to put it mildly, is a full-time pursuit.

The Challenge
If loyalty and CRM share so many commonalities – indeed, one is effectively a subset of 
the other – why is it so challenging to get them to work together?  The roadblock seems 
to be a combination of inertia and the 
persistence of intra-organizational silos. 
The key challenge to developing robust, 
integrated approaches to CRM and 
loyalty is that they are often two separate 
business units within a company. And 
though they share an ultimate goal of 
developing customer relationships, they 
may not share immediate operational 
priorities. They also typically run on two 
different technological systems and are 
often managed by different teams, limiting 
their ability to “speak” to one another. This 
limitation is particularly, well, limiting, It is 
only through technological integration that 
loyalty and CRM systems can share and 
leverage the customer data required to 
create holistic people-based marketing 
solutions.

To achieve this, brands and retailers should 
endeavor to streamline all processes 
and outputs – including loyalty and CRM 
systems – to ensure that the customer has 
a unified and consistent brand experience. 

Organizational Silos
Different teams or business units are responsible 

for each initiative. 

Potentially Conflicting Tactical Priorities
The #1 goal of loyalty is to increase customer 

engagement with the program; CRM is not 
program-dependent.

Different Technologies
Systems may not effectively “speak” to each other.

Inertia
Loyalty and CRM were always approached 

separately, so they remain apart.

Lack of Stakeholder Buy-In
If decision makers aren’t on board with the 

benefits of an integrated approach, achieving true 
people-based marketing is difficult.

CHALLENGES
IN GETTING CRM & LOYALTY TO WORK 

TOGETHER
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Disjointed attempts to engage customers will generally be poorly received and have the 
opposite of the intended impact. Instead, brands and retailers should carefully orchestrate how 
customers and members of loyalty programs are approached and communicated with. After 
all, customers aren't privy to where the loyalty program ends and CRM takes over – they only 
experience the brand through their interactions with it.

The Importance of Getting Together
Resolving the central challenge of getting CRM and loyalty programs to work together requires 
more than simply putting the respective program managers in a room together and telling 
them to play nice. Not to discount the importance of communication and organizational buy-in 
– which are crucial – but seamless and effective integration demands a technological solution.

While an existing CRM program may be able to provide deep insights into customer behavior, 
a comprehensive system that incorporates CRM data and data derived from a loyalty program 
can expand and improve that capability, while also creating customer advocacy. A strong 
combined solution will leverage a CRM data set to determine the most effective offers, tone, 
and cadence to deliver to customers. It will provide the loyalty framework to engage, reward, 
and inspire them again and again.

With both the loyalty program and the CRM system working from the same pool of data 
and communicating with one another, a brand or retailer can tap into a variety of marketing 
options. Direct marketing can include loyalty program status and rewards/points balances. 
Communications and offers can be deployed based on more than strictly loyalty-related criteria; 
they can be tailored according to a broader vision of the customer and his/her behavior. The 

chief advantage of integrating loyalty 
and CRM is the convergence of data and 
loyalty program capabilities.

One excellent example of an international 
company leveraging this advantage is 
1-800-FLOWERS.com.  By  integrating  its 
loyalty program data with its CRM system
and overall marketing strategy, the 
company has enabled revenue-boosting 
personalization at multiple customer 
touchpoints across multiple banners. 
1-800-FLOWERS can, for example, instantly 
recognize that a customer is eligible 
for a reward during an interaction with 
an automated “concierge,” creating 
perceived value for the loyalty member 
and extending engagement with the 

BENEFITS
OF A COMBINED SOLUTION

• Broader, more effective data set
• Better-tailored offers and communications
• More comprehensive view of the customer
• Deeper understanding of customer behavior 

and motivations
• Crossover marketing that includes loyalty 

components (status, point balances)
• Easier to determine customers’ positions in 

consumer life cycle
• Enables higher-level personalization of 

rewards and interactions

https://www.merkleinc.com/thought-leadership/case-studies/1-800-flowerscom-inc-getting-know-your-customers-across-multiple
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brand through that personalized interaction. This data-enabled strategy also provides a 
better picture of the customer’s lifetime value.

The personalized approach that is facilitated by the integration of CRM and loyalty data is of 
value not just to the brand, but to customers and loyalty members themselves. By allowing 
brands to offer what they know their customers are most likely to purchase, customers are 
only exposed to the offerings they actually want. And anticipating customers’ needs and 
desires is a surefire method for building and solidifying positive customer-brand relationships.

The Customer Life Cycle 
It’s also a way to profitably manage the customer life cycle. The permission customers give 
a brand or retailer by signing up for a loyalty program (or providing their email address for 
CRM purposes) enables the brand to gather immense insights about what, when, how, and 
how often they buy. Combining CRM and loyalty program data with innovative marketing and 
communications strategies allows brands and retailers to target customers at every point of 
their life cycle with the brand to maximize engagement.

And it’s all about engagement. One of the most common mistakes that brands and retailers 
make is neglecting to personalize communications and experiences, which encourage more 
frequent and more meaningful engagement. This is a mistake that can be avoided with a 
coordinated approach. By using data to relate to customers as individuals, not just personas 
or segments, brands can effectively create experiences for their most valuable customers 
at every stage of the loyalty life cycle. In turn, these data-driven experiences lead to longer, 
more profitable relationships, and the “stickiness” that keeps customers coming back. 

Each step within the customer or loyalty life cycle has its own purpose and objectives, and by 
strategically managing interactions at these steps, retailers and brands can ensure they send 
the right message to the right customer at the right time – enabling meaningful, relevant, and 
real-time engagement across channels. 

Getting Personal
Ensuring that loyalty and CRM functions work seamlessly together should be a top priority 
for brands and retailers in every category. Though distinct, loyalty and CRM serve the 
same ultimate goals. With proper technological integration, loyalty data can feed CRM 
engagements with valuable insights to create a personalized experience across touchpoints 
and throughout the customer life cycle. Used in conjunction, these tools can create the 
people-based approaches that truly set a brand apart from its competition, and cement the 
customer relationships that will help it thrive for years to come.
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Will Google Shopping Actions Shape the Future of E-Commerce?
Google announced the launch of Shopping Actions in March 2018, signaling a renewed 
effort to streamline the conversion process for shoppers looking for quick checkouts across 
multiple retailers. The program will be run through Google Express, which already comprises 
about 40 retailers, including Target and Walmart, and allows customers to save payment 
credentials and reorder products directly through Google.

In some ways, this announcement is a rehash of the Purchases on Google product, which 
was announced in 2015 and similarly aimed at giving shoppers the ability to purchase from a 
retailer online without heading to its website. There are a few key differences to understand, 
however, as well as some larger considerations to take into account in assessing the 
opportunity that Shopping Actions provides.

BY ANDY TAYLOR

SETTING EXPECTATIONS
for GOOGLE SHOPPING

ACTIONS
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Shopping Actions vs. Purchases on Google
Perhaps the most important distinction between Shopping Actions and Purchases on Google is 
that the former will be priced based on a pay-per-sale model, while the latter followed Google’s 
traditional pay-per-click model. Brands must complete a Shopping Actions interest form and, if 
determined to be eligible, will be contacted by Google to learn more about next steps.

Any retailer can express interest in taking part in Shopping Actions, but only those that can fulfill 
orders in the US will be accepted. Among other considerations, retailers must pass data quality 
tests run by Google, as well as allow returns for up to 30 days from delivery. Shopping Actions is 
also not currently available for some product categories, such as pharmaceuticals and refurbished 
goods.

Additionally, Shopping Actions is also integrated into the Google Assistant, while Purchases on 
Google was limited strictly to traditional search results. This allows Google Home and virtual assistant 
users to purchase products directly by voice, foregoing the on-screen experience altogether and 
expediting purchases. This capability is most applicable to low consideration purchases in which 
users are comfortable buying sight unseen, such as groceries or cleaning supplies.

Another key difference is that Shopping Actions comes equipped with a universal shopping cart 
which can be accessed both on the web and through voice commands, allowing customers to 
add and remove products at different stages of the purchasing cycle. One of the biggest limitations 
to Purchases on Google was that users had no ability to add multiple products or purchase from 
multiple retailers simultaneously. These were significant obstacles that have now been removed 
with Shopping Actions.

Key Differences
Purchases on Google vs. Google Shopping Actions

• Purchase only one product at a time

• Purchase from only one retailer at a time

• Cost-per-click model in which advertisers 
set bids

• Only featured on Google search results 
(not Google Assistant results)

• Run separately from Google Express

PURCHASES ON GOOGLE

• Purchase multiple products at once

• Purchase from multiple Google Express retailers at 
once

• Cost-per-sale model in which Google receives a 
commission on each conversion

• Integrated into Google Assistant results, allowing 
users to order products by voice command

• Retailers must sell through Google Express to take part

SHOPPING ACTIONS
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One key question moving forward is whether Shopping Actions will really take off in a way that 
Purchases on Google never did, largely due to its lackluster rollout. It was restricted to a very 
limited set of advertisers and remained more of a curiosity than anything through its sunset, with the 
inception of Shopping Actions.

With greater functionality and integration into Google’s virtual assistant, it certainly seems as if 
Google will put more emphasis on making Shopping Actions a key part of how customers interact 
with brands and retailers through Google. However, it’s also possible that, much like Purchases on 
Google, it remains more of a fringe capability than a key component of search and virtual assistant 
interactions.

An important variable in determining the arc of Shopping Actions is how successfully it will be able 
to compete with similar capabilities from Amazon, which may be a tough battle for Google to win.

Amazon Prime’s Advantage Over Shopping Actions
Amazon has a well-entrenched group of repetitive buyers through its Prime membership 
program, estimated at around 90 million members at the end of 2017. These members enjoy 
perks like free shipping and guaranteed two-day delivery on Prime purchases.

In the case of Google Express, shoppers typically need to reach minimum order requirements 
to qualify for free shipping. Further, orders from some retailers can take a week or more to be 
delivered.

These are key considerations for shoppers looking to quickly order products affordably. Over 

Growth of Google Queries Triggering Text Ad and/or Organic Results
that Include Shipping Terms

Fast Shipping

Free Shipping

Same Day
+992%

+31%

+98%

JAN
2016

JAN
2017

JAN
2018

+1000%

+500%

+2000%

+1500%

https://www.statista.com/statistics/546894/number-of-amazon-prime-paying-members/
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the past couple of years, the number of Google 
search queries that include speed-focused 
qualifiers like “fast shipping” and “same day” 
has grown much faster than the number of 
queries that include cost-focused phrases like 
“free shipping.”

The difference in growth rate might indicate a 
couple of changes we believe are occurring in 
user behavior and expectations:

1. Users are becoming increasingly aware 
that they can receive items quickly after 
ordering online, and they are seeking 
out those brands that can provide fast 
fulfillment.

2. Users are also increasingly coming to 
expect free shipping. They are becoming 
less likely to augment queries to demand 
it, due to their expectation that this will be 
an option on whatever site they land on.

In the case of both price and speed, Amazon 
currently has the upper hand on Google Express in 
providing a good customer experience, and it will 
be a difficult advantage for Google to overcome.

Outside of competing against Amazon, another 
key variable in determining how quickly Shopping 
Actions might take hold is how and to what extent Shopping Actions ads will infiltrate the Google 
Shopping carousel for Google searches.

Integrating Shopping Actions into the Shopping Carousel
Because Shopping Actions relies on a pay-per-sale model, the integration of these ad units 
into the Google Shopping carousel will be interesting to watch unfold.

Traditionally, Shopping ads are shown in the carousel based on a combination of Google’s 
estimation of the relevance of the ad unit to users (largely determined by expected CTR) and 
each advertiser’s bid. Shopping Actions don’t require a bid from the advertiser, and so Google 
will effectively be placing bids for these ad units to compete against traditional Shopping ads, 
foregoing the ad spend they might receive from product listing ads (PLA) when clicks go to 
Shopping Actions.

Sponsored Shopping
Unit on Search

Shopping Actions will be run through 
Google Express, allowing customers 
to save payment credentials and 
make quick purchases online and 
with voice commands.
Image Source: AdWords Blog
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As such, retailers that aren’t included in Google Express might have difficulty competing in 
some auctions, especially if Google becomes aggressive with Shopping Actions placements. 
However, it remains to be seen the extent to which Shopping Actions will dislodge traditional 
Shopping Ads, and it seems unlikely that Google will immediately dampen the primary driver of 
spend growth (PLAs) in the retail space too severely.

For advertisers participating in auctions through both Shopping Actions and traditional 
Shopping campaigns, Google has verified that only one listing for a specific product from a 
particular retailer will be shown at a time.

Another dynamic at play is that multiple brands taking part in Shopping Actions might offer the 
same product, in which case Google must choose which retailer will get the listing. This creates 
competition within the Google marketplace. It resembles the auction within an auction that 
occurs for Amazon Sponsored Products ads, in which brands must win the Buy Box in order to 
show an ad for a particular product.

With a prominently placed “Express” label located directly on Shopping Actions ad units, users 
should be able to quickly identify between these and traditional Google Shopping ads, but 
it might take some time before searchers fully understand the difference. This could lead to 
some confusion during the early rollout for clickers expecting to head to a retailer’s website 
rather than to a Google Express page.

Moving Forward – Feed Management Remains Crucial
With no bids or targeting options available to retailers using Shopping Actions, feed management 
is the key to controlling performance. Google’s goal is to create a consistent and convenient 
customer experience, so having up-to-date inventory and pricing information will continue to 
be extremely important. 

In addition to updating this data, optimizing key product attribute fields will also be critical to 
success. Sellers who have focused on creating data-rich titles, descriptive product types and 
descriptions that contain key product attributes without being spammy, will be in good shape 
to take advantage of Shopping Actions quickly. For those that have not put the effort into their 
PLA programs to actively optimize their product feed, they will need to invest resources to 
improve their product information to help their products stand out against competitors and pass 
Google’s initial data quality tests.

Finally, competition for placement against other Shopping Actions retailers will require smart 
merchandising and pricing strategy. While Google says that price is not a factor used by that 
algorithm to determine which products show up in the SERP, they have said 
that a price higher than the competition will cause CTR to decrease quickly, 
causing the product to drop in rankings. Google Express will present a 
similar competitive “digital mall,” so sellers will need to be diligent to make 
sure they have a competitive offer.
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Facts don’t lie. And an overwhelming volume of shopper research data makes it clear that 
e-commerce brands should be selling on Amazon if maximizing their reach is paramount. For 
example, 49 percent of online shoppers start their product searches there; it has 300 million 
active customers; and its advertising revenues are projected to grow to $2.35 billion in 2018. 

What’s not always clear, however, is how exactly Amazon fits into a broader marketing 
program. While it has similarities to other search programs, there are differences that must be 
considered when establishing goals and strategies for Amazon. In this article, we’ll explore 
those nuances and how best to leverage data from other digital programs for success on 
Amazon Search.

BY MELISSA REILLY & ROBBIE SCHNIZLER

SEIZING THE
UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY
OF
AMAZON SEARCH ADS
IN A
COORDINATED
MARKETING PLAN
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Foundational Amazon Knowledge
The Key Differences between Being a Vendor and a Third-Party Seller

It’s important to distinguish between the two types of sellers on Amazon: vendors and third-
party sellers. Brands or manufacturers that wholesale their products to Amazon are called 
vendors. Through the Vendor Central platform, vendors can check inventory, pull reports, 
examine product details, and monitor a number of other factors that are important for the overall 
management of product activity. Vendors create and manage search advertising campaigns 
on Amazon Marketing Services (AMS). AMS has three ad types: Sponsored Products, Headline 
Search, and Product Display.

Third-party sellers are brands or retailers that sell directly on Amazon. Seller Central is their 
one-stop shop for inventory management, product details, and search advertising. Third-party 
sellers can currently advertise on Sponsored Products and Headline Search, competing with 
other third-party sellers and vendors alike, but not on Product Display, which is currently limited 
to vendors only.

Sponsored Products1

Headline Search2

Product Display3

1 1 1

AMAZON MARKETING
AD TYPES
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While shopping 
behavior is very 

different on 
Amazon than 
other search 

channels,
it’s important 

to not think of 
Amazon as a silo. 

The Amazon Differentiator
Why Amazon Needs to be Managed Differently than Other Search Programs

The Amazon model limits opportunities for branding and customer acquisition.

The primary difference in branding on Amazon Search versus traditional search advertising is 
that the entire shopping experience stays on Amazon.com, so users never get to interact with 
the seller’s website. Instead, they interact in a limited manner with the brand on the Amazon 
domain in varying ways, depending on the seller’s status.

• Vendors can create an Amazon Stores page to showcase their brand and products on a 
custom URL. They can also leverage A+ content, which is additional product or brand detail 
that lives below the fold on a product detail page.

• Third-party sellers that own the Amazon Brand Registry can also create an Amazon Stores 
page. The Brand Registry helps brands protect their registered trademarks and product 
pages and can be claimed only by the trademark owner.

• All third-party sellers can create a brand store page. The brand store page shows the 
products a seller offers, but is much less customizable than an Amazon Stores page.

There are opportunities to build brand awareness in these content placements, but it’s a far cry 
from the branding experience a customer gets from visiting a brand’s own website. While the 
Headline Search and Product Display ad formats allow room for branding, there is less ability 
for customers to learn extensively about a brand or build loyalty toward a brand based solely 
on their Amazon interactions. 

Other aspects of Amazon also cause customers to be less 
concerned with which reseller or retailer they purchase 
from than they might be on other platforms. The brand 
owner, manufacturer, or whichever seller listed the product 
first has complete control over the information displayed 
on the product detail page for all sellers, leaving no room 
for other resellers to differentiate their listings through key 
product information like title or description. Once on the 
product page, the easiest way for a customer to purchase 
is by defaulting to the Buy Box winner. The seller’s name, 
though displayed, is not featured prominently on the 
product page. 

Many of the ways that retailers generate repeat customers, 
like rewards programs and promotional email communication, 
are not available for Amazon sellers. Additionally, for product 
reorders, customers default to the current winner of the Buy 
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Box, rather than the seller they purchased from last time. Retailers that place high importance 
on lifetime value and new customer acquisition should adjust expectations for their Amazon 
programs and target KPI goals that are more focused on revenue and efficiency.

Competitive pricing is key.

Without being able to rely as much on brand loyalty to draw customers, having a low price on 
Amazon is key to capturing sales. Winning the Buy Box is essential to Amazon ad success for 
two reasons: 1) It’s required for a product to be eligible for Sponsored Products ads, and 2) the 
“Add to Cart” button on the product detail page defaults to the Buy Box winner.  

One of the main factors needed for a high Buy Box percentage is price competitiveness. This 
necessitates a strong focus on pricing strategy and causes many sellers to update their pricing 
multiple times a day. This is much different from selling on Google, where strong pricing is 
important, but does not inspire the same level of reactive adjustments.

Third-party sellers have control over their pricing and can decide whether to engage in pricing 
wars. For vendors, however, Amazon has complete control over pricing. This can be problematic 
for vendors if Amazon keeps dropping the price of a product to stay competitive with other 
sellers, which can lead to a downward spiral of lower and lower pricing across all sellers. If the 
price gets so low that Amazon’s margin is diminished, it can deem that ASIN (Amazon Standard 
Identification Number) “financially ineligible” for advertising and pause it from being sold. Basically, 
Amazon doesn’t want to sell or have you push a product if their margin is too low.

Reporting and data collection capabilities are less robust.

Because traffic stays on Amazon, there is no link, or redirect, to a brand’s own site, which 
means sellers lose valuable first-party data. Any tracking tools used for other programs, like 
Coremetrics, Google Analytics, or Omniture, cannot be applied on Amazon Search. Reporting 
options are largely limited to what Amazon offers via its user interface or account managers. 

Since third-party sellers oversee order fulfillment, they could theoretically differentiate between 
new and existing customers by cross-referencing the names and addresses they receive for order 
fulfillment with their database. However, without the capability to target these users differently, 
there is minimal ability to intentionally pursue a customer acquisition strategy on Amazon.

Amazon Search Tactics
How Strategies and Learnings from Other Channels Can Elevate Your 
Amazon Search program

While shopping behavior is very different on Amazon than other search channels, it’s important 
to not think of Amazon as a silo. AMS and Seller Central are a few years behind Google and 
Bing in terms of features and enhancements like audience targeting, customer match, and geo-
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targeting. With that being the case, it’s critical to use traditional search data as much as possible 
to inform your Amazon strategies and help offset some of the areas where Amazon is lacking.

Leverage purchasing patterns for creative ad targeting.

One option for reaching Amazon shoppers who might be interested in your products is 
highlighting ASINs that your customers might shop for alongside a particular product. 

Take, for instance, a pet supply retailer. By using demographic data from Google Analytics, the 
retailer learns that the majority of its dog-owning customers are also outdoor enthusiasts. AMS 
and Seller Central currently lack the audience targeting capabilities of Google and Bing, but 
leveraging this knowledge to test cross-selling opportunities in Headline Search Ads can help 
put additional products in front of your shoppers that are relevant to their lifestyles. 

In this case, for the keywords “leashes for large dogs,” your Headline Search Ad would include 
two different leash products, along with a convertible water bottle/dog bowl that’s perfect for 
hiking as the third product. This strategy lets you show two products that are directly relevant 
to the customer’s search, along with another product that may be useful, but perhaps wasn’t 
top of mind at the time of the search. 

Vendors on AMS can also use audience data to inform Product Display Ad placement below 
the Buy Box on product detail pages. While three targeting options are available (ASIN, interest, 
and subcategory), only the first two are relevant for targeting ads based on audience data.

The ASIN targeting would work very similarly to the Headline Search Ad example above, but in 
this case, the water bottle would be targeted to show on the product detail page for the leashes. 

Interest targeting lets vendors target audiences based on shopping behavior that Amazon 
groups into vague buckets like “Foodies” or “Sports Fans.” For this option, the pet supply 
retailer would look at what interests in Google Analytics align with a group available on Amazon.

Beyond audience data, retailers can also analyze shopping cart trends to understand what 
products customers frequently purchase together. While many of these pairings will likely be 
intuitive, you may discover an opportunity to cross-sell that may not have been obvious without 
looking at the data. These products could then be tested in Headline Search as the third item in 
an ad for an item they’re frequently purchased with, or in Product Display through ASIN targeting.

Look at customer search behavior to build new keywords.

Another integration opportunity is to dive into the search term reports from other channels to 
create an initial set of Amazon keywords. These keywords can be used to enhance the organic 
listing product data or for targeting on Sponsored Products and Headline Search. 

This should provide enough coverage to get significant traffic and data without having to rely on 
search terms generated from Amazon’s automatic campaigns option on Sponsored Products. 
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These can often be irrelevant, since automatic campaigns 
involve sellers adding products but no keywords. Amazon 
then uses an algorithm to control which search terms to 
show ads on, based on product details. 

Remember, there is currently a 1,000-keyword limit 
in Sponsored Products and Headline Search campaigns in AMS, so choose only the best-
performing search terms. Third-party sellers don’t face the keyword limit but the same thought 
process still applies.

Use consistent messaging across channels.

We also know many people use both Amazon and Google when shopping, whether for 
research or purchasing. Although there are fewer branding opportunities on Amazon, it’s important 
to have strong cross-channel consistency in the areas where shoppers do see your brand. 

Specifically, use the same ad copy used in Google text ads for Amazon’s organic bullet points, 
Headline Search campaigns, and Product Display campaigns. This will not only save time if 
approval for copy is needed from the brand or legal teams, but more importantly, it will create an 
omni-channel, “one brand” experience. Remember, though, that Amazon is highly transactional 
(conversion rates often above 10%), so the copy may require tweaking if it’s originating in a 
more “awareness-driving” channel.

Conclusion
Amazon should certainly be looked at differently than other search channels, given all the 
intricacies involved in product details, pricing, and unique ad types. But taking cross-channel 
learnings and using them in Amazon strategies is a great way to encourage a cohesive and 
efficient marketing plan.

Although there 
are fewer 
branding 
opportunities on 
Amazon,
it’s important to
have strong 
cross-channel 
consistency
in the areas 
where shoppers 
do see your 
brand. 

AMAZON: THE SEARCH GIANT

49% of online shoppers start their product 
searches on Amazon.com.

300 MIL active users.

There are

$2.35 BILAdvertising revenue
is projected to reach
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ENGAGEMENT 
TACTICS

Using Digital Promotions to Meet 
Specific Marketing Objectives

BY JANICE POLLARD
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If you’ve ever thrown your business card in a fish bowl or entered online for a chance to win a 
grand prize (HGTV Dream Home Giveaway, I’m talking about you!), you’ve probably thought, 
“what the heck…you can’t win if you don’t enter.” Thousands of people try. And many, many 
people really win. From a consumer’s perspective, the reason to participate can be to learn 
more about a brand or just because it’s fun to dream about winning (and even more fun if 
you actually do). 

But what’s in it for the brand sponsoring the promotion? Why should brands allocate marketing 
budget toward these digital experiences and large ticket prizes, especially in scenarios 
where only a few people will win? Certainly, among those few winners, you may earn a brand 
advocate for life, but is that cost per acquisition worth the payout? Even for promotional 
campaigns with a smaller dollar investment, what is the ROI of time and effort?

The reality is that marketers who have properly leveraged digital gamification and promotions, 
such as sweepstakes, interactive games, and contests, have been able to achieve specific 
marketing objectives using these tactics. Let’s take a look at the benefits of digital promotions 
and how they tie back to common marketing goals.

  WHEN THE GOAL IS: ACQUISITION

More and more, marketers are directing budget to capture first-party data on individuals 
with whom they would like to build relationships. Collecting first-party data and personally 
identifiable information (PII) with consent for future marketing can be achieved by creating an 
attractive experience and reason for the individual to engage. Ideally, the goal is to match 
the optimal experience with media, budget, and prizing. The result is improved engagement 
and ROI. In fact, results of 15-200% higher engagement are not unheard of. 

For example, hosting a chance-to-win promotion is a highly-effective means of collecting 
valuable data. These can be easily added to existing loyalty programs and CRM strategies, 
by integrating them at the point of sale, as calls-to-action in media, and on product packaging 
to motivate immediate conversion.

A promotional microsite supports a sweepstakes, contest, or game by inviting consumers 
to register with some amount of PII for a chance to win a prize. Within this registration 
experience, brands looking to acquire more data should take the opportunity to collect extra 
marketing intel above and beyond name, address, email, and mobile number. Add fields that 
will help you gather supplementary marketing intelligence, such as demographic information, 
purchase frequency, and opinions about your brand and competing brands.

For example, a hardware brand running a chance-to-win promotion can ask whether the 
consumer is a homeowner, whether they have improvement projects on the horizon, how 
often they make updates to their home, etc. Promotional microsites are a lighthearted 
way to learn more about your customers and can also be used to kick off long-term CRM 
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opportunities. HelloWorld, a Merkle Company, has seen on average 40-45% of promotion 
registrants opt in to receive future brand communications.

  WHEN THE GOAL IS: DRIVING CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT

One of the most common themes I hear from brand clients is, “I know that keeping consumers 
engaged is important, but I don’t know where to start.” Or, “I am launching a new product. 
How can I get consumers engaged in the brand experience?” 

Chance-to-win promotions, such as sweepstakes, drawings, and instant win games, are 
attention-grabbing marketing strategies, inviting consumers to register on a stand-alone 
promotional experience through a call-to-action or within a brand’s existing loyalty program. 
Prizes can be big or small, depending on the strategy and budget, but typically include large 
on-brand prizes to draw people in, and smaller instant prizes within a game experience that 
offer new chances to play (and engage) every day. 

For example, when Royal Caribbean set out to promote the launch of a new ship, an immersive 
and interactive “engagement hub” was created to reward exploration of virtual versions of the 
numerous on-deck experiences. Each week during the eight months leading up to the maiden 
voyage, new content was released to keep people coming back, resulting in an average of 15 
minutes spent on the promotion site. When you compare this level of engagement to that of a 
broadcast TV spot or even a YouTube ad, the numbers speak for themselves.

Digital engagement campaigns that promote these chance-to-win programs can live on their 
own with a hard start and end date, or they can be folded into content hubs and formal loyalty 
programs as a way to light a fire among members.

While promotional tactics take on many shapes and sizes, one thing they have in common is 
the intent to spark interest in the brand. Similar to the tried-and-true marketing tactic of using 
the word “FREE,” including a call-to-action that invites consumers to enter for a chance to win 
is a differentiator for consumers who are deciding between two competing brands, all other 
factors being equal.

  WHEN THE GOAL IS: INSPIRING PURCHASE

You can say, “I want to drive loyalty, learn more about my customers, or get them to opt 
in,” but the ultimate clarity metric comes down to purchase. And driving purchase through 
marketing campaigns that generate ROI is still a challenge. 

Engagement is an important factor in consumers’ relationships with brands, influencing how 
much and how often they buy. It’s a great argument for building an emotional connection and 
going the extra mile to trigger conversion. 

https://helloworld.com/our-work/portfolio/royal-caribbean-international/
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ROYAL CARIBBEAN

To drive awareness of Royal 
Caribbean’s newest ship, 
they launched an 8-month 
interactive engagement hub 
that rewarded exploration 
of virtual versions of the 
ship’s neighborhoods. Each 
neighborhood offered 
activities, new content, 
and chances to win the 
sweepstakes and instant 
win game.

MARRIOTT REWARDS

On the heels of its 
redesigned mobile app, 
Marriott Rewards offered 
loyalty program members 
the chance to win travel 
for life. Members simply 
performed everyday actions 
within the app, like make 
a reservation, check in, 
or submit a hotel request, 
such as extra towels, to 
enter the sweepstakes.

Shoppers are 3X more likely to choose 
a product offering an extra incentive.

— HelloWorld, a Merkle Company
Digital and In-Store Engagement Report, 2017

https://helloworld.com/our-work/portfolio/royal-caribbean-international/
https://helloworld.com/our-work/portfolio/marriott/
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According to HelloWorld, a Merkle Company’s Engagement Score study, even the most loyal 
consumers (those who purchase their favorite brand “most of” or “all of” the time) buy more 
when they have higher levels of engagement. Overall, we saw a 14% increase in this group 
of brand loyal consumers when they scored high on engagement compared to those who 
scored low. This was across banking, CPG, electronics, restaurant, retail, and travel verticals.

For the shopper, a mobile device has become the ultimate sidekick, connecting consumers 
to information and influencing purchase decisions in the store and beyond. Brands must 
continue to innovate with their digital marketing strategies and find new ways to engage in 
traditional retail stores. 

Another recent study examined consumer behavior within grocery stores to understand the 
impact of offering a chance to win while making purchase decisions. The data shows that 
shoppers will choose a product three times more often than another product when getting 
an extra incentive.

Historically, CPG brands have struggled to gain access to shopper data and purchase 
behavior. While retailers tend to know everything shoppers buy, how often, and under what 
circumstances, they typically don’t share this information with brands, due to the robust 
competitive data they have access to. However, post-purchase digital promotions (i.e., 
receipt upload campaigns) can bridge this gap, providing valuable insights directly to brands, 
while delivering an ongoing touchpoint with consumers.

While many marketers have different brand strategies and tactics, we know they share 
common goals in identifying effective ways to drive engagement (and ultimately loyalty) 
among their consumer base. Highly-engaged consumers are incredibly valuable to the 
success of a marketing strategy – with or without a loyalty program – and promotional tactics 
are a proven way to engage, capture, and reward consumer behavior. 

For more information, key stats, and specific case studies, visit HelloWorld.com/insights.

— HelloWorld, a Merkle Company, Engagement Score Study

SURVEY QUESTION
What percent of the time do you purchase from your favorite brand?

ENGAGEMENT SCORE GROUP LOW MIDDLE HIGHMOST OR ALL OF THE TIME

56%

62%

70%

https://helloworld.com/insights/whitepapers/the-engagement-score-measuring-the-value-of-brand-engagement/
https://helloworld.com/insights/whitepapers/digital-and-in-store-engagement-report/
http://HelloWorld.com/insights
https://helloworld.com/insights/whitepapers/the-engagement-score-measuring-the-value-of-brand-engagement/
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Winning on Amazon, 
Beyond the Buy Box

Amazon ad revenue is expected to top $2.3B in 2018, and it is quickly 
becoming an integral piece of retailers' digital marketing programs.

Our new Amazon Ads Playbook shares what you need to know, covering 
everything from basic setup details to more advanced strategies. Readers 
will gain insight into:

• How to optimize product page data

• Proven methods for effectively managing ad campaigns as a vendor 
or third-party seller

• The nuances of advertising on Amazon, including both benefits and 
limitations

Visit www2.merkleinc.com/AmazonPlaybook to get the report.
Want to talk to our team? Email amazonmarketing@merkleinc.com

http://www2.merkleinc.com/AmazonPlaybook
mailto:amazonmarketing%40merkleinc.com?subject=Amazon%20Marketing%20Inquiry

